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Abstract
During the last decade, comprehensive research efforts were concentrated on autonomous
driving. Annually, many car accidents happen as a result of human faults. Extreme traffic
congestion prolongs commute time, increase air pollution and cause other transportation
inefficiencies. Consequently, using advanced technologies to make vehicles less dependent
on human drivers enable more efficient use of time for passengers and decrease car acci-
dents. Connectivity between vehicles and automation provides a spectacular opportunity
to improve traffic flow, safety, and efficiency. There are different main active research sub-
jects under the broad domain of autonomous driving, one of them is intersection control
for connected and automated vehicles (CAVs) which can be categorized into centralized
and decentralized approaches.
The environmental and strict regulatory demands require automotive companies to
reduce Carbon Dioxide emissions by investing more in Electric Vehicles (EVs) and Plug-in
Hybrid Electric vehicles (PHEVs). A PHEV equipped with connectivity and automation
looks more interesting to automobile consumers since they can have advantages of both
fewer emissions and enhanced abilities. Since the powertrain of PHEVs consists of different
sources of power, advanced control techniques such as Model Predictive Control (MPC) is
needed.
Coordination of vehicles at roundabouts is a demanding problem especially by knowing
that the chance of both lateral and longitudinal collision exists. To this end, first, we
proposed a centralized nonlinear MPC-based controller to adhere to calculated priorities
for connected and automated PHEVs (CA-PHEVs). We further continued this research
by proposing an approach for solving nonlinear multi-objective optimal control problem of
decentralized coordination of CA-PHEVs at roundabouts with consideration of fuel econ-
omy. It was found that the proposed controller can calculate priority based on a navigation
function and provide a safe gap between vehicles. A novel priority calculation logic based
on optimal control is proposed as well and its performance is compared with the navigation
function approach. In addition to the decentralized control approach, we considered a more
realistic robust tube-based nonlinear MPC decentralized approach to solve this problem in
the presence of uncertainties. We used simulations to test the controller and a Toyota Prius
PHEV high-fidelity model is used in this thesis for simulations. Simulation results show
that the addition of robustness, and energy economy to performance index can improve
the fuel consumption of the vehicle. One of the major concerns in designing a controller for
automotive applications is real-time implementation. The results of hardware-in-the-loop
experiments show the real-time implementation of the controllers.
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1.1 Motivation and challenges
Automated vehicles (AVs) have become a hot topic of research and provide a good oppor-
tunity to improve performance, traffic flow, vehicle safety, and traffic congestion [1]. Most
of the major car manufacturers and other companies such as GOOGLE and NVIDIA are
working on AVs. In some states of the USA, AVs are being tested within urban areas.
There are 5 different levels of “automated” vehicles. The automated vehicle can only be
called level 5 automated (autonomous) when the vehicle itself controls steering and accel-
eration/braking and the vehicle does not rely on a human driver to monitor the road. For
instance, lane-keeping and other advanced driver assistant systems (ADAS) are considered
as level one automated vehicles [2].
Moreover, connected vehicles are linked to one another to exchange information and op-
erate better than vehicles without connectivity. Connected vehicles utilize different means
of communication to exchange data and information such as vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and
vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication systems to operate with higher performance
and efficiency. However, automotive manufacturers and governments realized that “net
neutrality” is not applicable to ground vehicles due to the fact that some information such
as safety-related information is much more valuable; hence, it needs higher bandwidth.
Therefore, dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) introduced as a solution to this
matter. Vehicle connectivity reduces the number of unknown states and disturbances, in-
creases the amount of information that can be inferred and used in comparison to only
investigating lead vehicle through the usage of radar, and provides a higher capability of
co-operation and collaboration between vehicles in multi-vehicle scenarios [3].
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Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) and fully electric vehicles (EVs) have been a
subject of extensive research in the past two decades. In comparison to internal combustion
engines, PHEVs can improve environmental factors like energy efficiency and greenhouse
gas emission problems. However, due to their complex powertrain architecture, advanced
optimal control techniques like model predictive control are required to distribute power
optimally between different energy sources [4, 5, 6]. PHEVs are not successful enough in
the market due to their relatively high market price in comparison with ordinary gasoline
engine vehicles. Adding connectivity and automation to PHEVs significantly makes their
performance, functionality, and safety better; thus, make PHEVs more competitive in
the market and more attractive to consumers. Connected and automated plugin hybrid
electric vehicles (CA-PHEVs) have great potential to enhance safety and traffic flow by
decreasing uncertainty from the surrounding traffic environment and uncertainty related to
driver behaviour; thus, make designing the controller in the multi-vehicle situations more
tractable.
Among different intersections, roundabouts have more promising features and have
better performance. Roundabouts have the capability to improve traffic flow and their
number is increasing within cities. Because there is no traffic light to beat, roundabouts
provide better traffic flow and reduce delay due to the fact that drivers get through the
traffic circle without waiting for the green light. Additionally, the number of fatal collisions
is lower because of the slower speed of vehicles inside roundabouts [7]. However, due to
roundabout’s geometry and priority system, it can reach its capacity with even moderate
traffic which causes a significant delay for minor-roads [8, 9].
Developing a controller for CA-PHEVs at roundabouts is a demanding problem since
roundabouts consist of more than two approaching roads, the situation is a multi-vehicle
scenario that is more convoluted. Moreover, passing through roundabouts requires merging
with traffic inside it; thus, the chance of collision is higher than that in other scenarios.
Therefore, designing a proper controller to make CA-PHEVs able of crossing roundabouts
is a crucial and challenging problem.
1.2 Problem Statement
The main goal of this thesis is to solve the control and coordination problem of vehicles
at roundabouts. We assume that the host vehicle which is a CA-PHEV is approaching
a single lane roundabout where right-hand side driving is allowed. Other traffic vehicles
exist in the scenario and they are approaching the same roundabout. It is assumed that
all of the vehicles are equipped with V2V and V2I communication systems, therefore can
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get critical driving data of surrounding traffic participants. Another assumption is that
there are no pedestrians crossing the roundabout. Our contributions to this problem are
as follows:
• Proposing an NMPC controller that satisfies priorities in centralized coordination by
consideration of fuel consumption.
• Development of decentralized control and priority calculation approach.
• Extension of decentralized priority calculation and control to robust tube-based in
order to take the more realistic case into account.
• Comparison between different controllers using dspace traffic simulator, HIL, and
MIL.
1.2.1 Coordination approaches
There exist two different approaches to solve this problem: centralized and decentralized.
In centralized approaches, a central unit exits which gathers information of all of the
vehicles and assigns a drive schedule or priority to each vehicle. Then the vehicles are
responsible to adhere to the assigned task given to them by the central controller. In
this thesis, we proposed one centralized coordination approach based on nonlinear model
predictive control (NMPC) with consideration of energy cost. However, this approach
does not seem practical at least in the near future since having information of all of the
traffic participants is a requirement for the central controller which is hard to achieve. To
propose a more realistic coordination approach, a method that works based on a subset of
data or in other words local information is needed. Therefore, we proposed a decentralized
coordination approach based on NMPC as well. In decentralized coordination approaches,
the vehicle gets information of surrounding vehicles within a specific distance range to
calculate priority and adjust its speed to obtain safe inter-vehicular distance before the
merging zone.
1.2.2 Control-Oriented Model
Since the technique that we want to use in this thesis is MPC, an accurate control-oriented
model is required. While the prediction model should be simple enough to guarantee fast
and real-time implementation, it requires to be accurate in capturing the dynamics of the
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system. Therefore, the model that we use considers the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle
but ignors lateral dynamics. It is worth noting that ignoring lateral dynamics is not an
unrealistic assumption since the speed at roundabouts is fairly low. Moreover, the other
goal of this research is to propose a controller for the complicated powertrain of PHEVs;
hence, the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle will be adjusted for the case of PHEVs
accordingly.
1.2.3 Control Design
To formulate the problem in the form of an optimal control problem, in addition to the
control-oriented model, the performance index and constraints are needed to be specified.
One of the main advantages of MPC is its capability to satisfy multiple objectives simul-
taneously. Each of the terms in the cost function has a weighting parameter whose proper
value can be found by tuning. To have the best set of tuning parameters and robust-
ness for different scenarios, some weightings are defined adaptively in this research. Also,
MPC can handle equality and inequality type constraints on both states and inputs. To
take into account and compensate for the effects of disturbances and uncertainties, robust
tube-based NMPC was designed. Robust MPC requires the addition of linear stabilizing
controller and calculation of robust positive invariant (RPI) set.
1.2.4 Control Evaluation
To investigate the performance of the proposed controllers, we tested controllers on the
high-fidelity model of PHEV Toyota Prius on model in the loop (MIL) simulations. By
doing MIL simulations, the overall performance of the controllers can be checked and the
effect of different factors can be determined. Also, to make sure that the controllers are
real-time and fast, we did Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) test with high-fidelity of PHEV. We
also used the traffic simulator to compare the efficiency of the controllers against a real
driver.
1.3 Thesis Organization
This thesis consists of 5 chapters. Chapter 2 provides background information about model
predictive control and powertrain of hybrid vehicles and a review of papers on centralized,
decentralized and robust control will be presented.
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Chapter 3 is about different aspects of the centralized coordination approach. First
the problem of centralized coordination will be reviewed, then different parts of optimal
control formulations will be covered in subsequent subsections and finally, results of the
proposed approach will be presented.
Chapter 4 is dedicated to the decentralized coordination method. In this chapter, the
decentralized approach and two different ways of defining the navigation function will be
mentioned. Results of decentralized coordination method will be presented at the end of
this chapter.
Chapter 5 is about robust tube-based decentralized coordination. First, we will talk
about a robust tube-based approach for linear systems and we will extend it to nonlinear
systems. The subsequent parts of this chapter are about the disturbance set and calculation
of robust positive invariant (RPI) set. Finally, the robust nonlinear optimal control formula
will be rewritten and its results will be shown.




Literature Review and Background
2.1 Model Predictive Control: Theory and Methods
Model Predictive Control (MPC) is one of the closed-loop modern control techniques.
MPC is very powerful in controlling complex systems since it is a multi-input multi-output
controller, can handle equality and in-equality state and control constraints, and is able
to incorporate estimation of future information. The MPC, in its heart, has a simple but
accurate model representing the system called the control-oriented model. The inputs of
the MPC are previous states, controls, and reference trajectory and its goal is to minimize
a performance index while satisfying constraints and minimize error between the actual
trajectory and reference trajectory.
The MPC predicts the future output plant behavior using control-oriented model calcu-
lates the control input using an optimizer to minimizes the difference between the system
output and a reference trajectory. The MPC at each sampling time determines a control
sequence in the next Nc steps in order to minimize the error between predicted plant out-
put and reference trajectory in the next Np time steps. The Nc is the length of the control
horizon and Np is the length of prediction horizon. The first generated control input in
the sequence is applied and the prediction horizon moves one step forward and once again
the process repeats; thus, this control technique is also called receding horizon control Fig.
2.1.
There is a trade-off in choosing a proper control-oriented model. The more accurate
model can better capture the dynamics of the system and improves the quality of prediction
and performance of the MPC. However, it results in more complex, time-consuming and
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computationally expensive processes and makes the real-time implementation of the MPC
for highly dynamic applications like automobiles more challenging.
An extended version of MPC is nonlinear MPC (NMPC). It enables defining a more
realistic nonlinear control-oriented model and has more promising and useful features com-
pared to linear MPC (LMPC). However, computational load is still a problem for the
real-time application of NMPC [10]. There are many different approaches proposed in
the literature to improve the computation load one of them is the explicit MPC (eMPC)
[11]. In the eMPC, the optimization problem is solved oﬄine and the solution is stored
as some lookup tables of linear controller gains. Although the eMPC approach reduces
computation during run time, it increases pre-processing computation oﬄine to prepare
lookup tables and it needs storing capacity to store huge data [12].
Figure 2.1: Principle of Model Predictive Control
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2.2 Literature Review on Coordination Approaches
and Robust Control
In this thesis, we want to solve the coordination and merging of connected and auto-
mated PHEVs at roundabouts. A large number of available research papers have focused
on improving vehicle coordination at on-ramps and four-ways. The approaches can be
categorized into centralized and decentralized approaches [13].
2.2.1 Literature Review on Roundabouts
Among different intersections, roundabouts have more promising features and have better
performance [14, 15, 16] but they reach their capacity with moderate traffic and cause
congestion. People living in metropolitan areas such as Washington DC, Los Angeles, and
New York spend a significant amount of time and money on traffic congestions [17] which
makes proposing a method to reduce chance of traffic congestion in roundabouts more
demanding. An extensive amount of work has been done to improve the performance of
roundabouts.
Former researches focused on finding proper metering or traffic signal control ap-
proaches. [8] proposed a simple metering model based on “Highway Capacity Manual” and
investigated the performance using a simulation model. They showed that roundabouts
with metering signals have the potential to reduce the delay in comparison to unmetered
intersections. A method of evaluating performance and capacity of roundabouts with me-
tering signals has been presented in [18, 19] and showed that metering can improve the
performance of roundabouts significantly. [9] Presented a new method of traffic signal con-
trol for multi-lane roundabouts that eliminates conflicting points and weaving sections. In
their method, they presented a second stop line for the left-turn besides the first stop line
on the approach. On the other hand, coordination approaches try to solve the problem by
controlling the flow of vehicles and it will be discussed in the subsequent sections.
2.2.2 Centralized Coordination Approaches
In centralized approaches, at least one of the tasks is done by a centralized unit. The
centralized approaches can be categorized to optimization-based and heuristic.
One of the centralized heuristic methods to address coordination problems at intersec-
tions is the reservation scheme. In this approach, each of the vehicles approaching the inter-
section sends a request for a reservation of the space-time cells inside the intersection from a
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central controller. If the request has no conflict with others, the reservation will be granted.
Otherwise, the vehicle is responsible to decelerate and send another request. Some exam-
ples of the papers in the literature that used this method are: [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26].
The optimization-based centralized coordination methods can also be divided into dif-
ferent subgroups. One approach is to try to optimize time duration that vehicles spend
inside the intersection by incorporating travel time in the objective function with some
constraints to avoid collisions [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. Another approach, first presented
by [33] and later extended by [34], is to minimize the overlap between the positions of
vehicles by optimizing the number of vehicles inside an intersection based on the length of
vehicles, intersection area, and a safe following distance. In the multi-objective centralized
approach, it is common to assume that vehicles have been assigned a driving schedule and
they try to adhere to it by minimizing speed and acceleration errors. In this approach,
the cost function can have different objectives and MPC can be used to solve the problem
[35, 36, 37].
In the approach proposed by [38], at the high-level, priorities are determined by a
central controller and given to each of the vehicles, then in the low-level, every vehicle is
responsible for adhering to the assigned priorities by solving an optimization problem with
preceding vehicle’s current and anticipated subsequent states.
2.2.3 Decentralized Coordination Approaches
In decentralized methods, each of the vehicles gathers local information from other vehicles
within a certain range and based on those data, they calculate the proper control policy.
One of the challenges associated with decentralized approaches is the situation of deadlock
because of using only local information. The decentralized approaches can also be divided
into heuristic and optimization-based methods.
Since the main goal in this research is to introduce decentralized optimization-based
methods to solve coordination problem at roundabouts for PHEVs, after this point, we
concentrate on surveying relevant papers in the literature with a focus on decentralized
optimization-based approaches.
In [39], the authors assumed the arrival time of the vehicles to the intersection can be
found since each of the vehicles is following the desired speed. To satisfy the time gap
objective, each vehicle is responsible to find appropriate control based on the navigation
logic while minimizing speed error. In their method, the heavier vehicles can be assigned
to smaller acceleration values to provide smoother traveling. Other papers in the literature
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utilized MPC to solve this multi-task optimal control problem to benefit from advantages
of this method.
Authors of [40] introduced an approach in which each of the vehicles gathers local
information about other vehicles in a given scenario and calculates the time of arrival to
the intersection and their priority for all of the participating vehicles by solving a linear-
quadratic optimal control problem.
[41] presented a coordination approach by combining predictive and reactive control
layers for autonomous vehicles at single lane roundabouts and a novel priority framework
for decentralized coordination that enable the vehicles to calculate relative priority based on
shared information. Moreover, [42] focused on cooperative conflict resolution problem for
coordinating decentralized autonomous vehicles at an intersection without traffic control
devices by solving a set of local optimization problems formulated for each vehicle.
2.2.4 Robust Model Predictive Control
Non-robust MPC assumes that a simple certain prediction model is an accurate presenta-
tion of the actual vehicle and ignores the effects of disturbances and uncertainties (DUs) on
vehicle control performance which is not true most of the time. The actual system is sub-
ject to different DUs that can affect the performance of the system and constraint handling,
for instance, the radar and lidar are prone to weather conditions such as rain, snow, and
fog which leads to inaccuracies in their measurements or V2V and V2I communication sys-
tems’ performance can be negatively affected by delays. The DUs can be categorized into
bounded additive disturbances, parametric uncertainties, and unstructured/unmodelled
dynamics [43].
For the case of automotive applications, DUs can be assumed to be bounded to a
certain limit. There are different methods to deal with bounded additive DUs such as the
tube-based approach and the min-max approach which is explained in [43] and references
therein. In [44], authors proposed a robust min-max approach for ACC with a linear
model in presence of disturbances on states and showed that it can improve the tracking
performance of the system at the cost of higher computational demand that makes the
ACC not suitable for real-time applications.
In [45, 46] authors used tube-based approach to design semi-autonomous ground vehi-
cles and their results showed robustness in the presence of disturbance and uncertainties.
In this paper, we have used the tube-based approach since its tube can be calculated of-
fline and it is still real-time, although it is computationally more expensive than non-robust
MPC [43, 47, 48].
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2.3 Hybrid Powertrain: Architecture and Control
Because of environmental issues and dangerous phenomena like global warming, there is an
overwhelming tendency to reduce fossil fuel usage and rely on green sources of energy. The
automotive companies contribute to these efforts by working on hybrid electric vehicles
(HEVs) and PHEVs improvements. These types of vehicles have a more advanced archi-
tecture in comparison to gasoline vehicles and require more advenced methods to deal with
them. In this section, we briefly talk about different PHEV architectures. The PHEVs can
have series, parallel and power-split powertrain architecture which will be explained in the
following paragraphs.
In series type powertrain as shown in Fig. 2.2, the electric motor is connected to the
wheels and the engine is completely disconnected from the final drive. The engine is re-
sponsible for charging the battery of the electric motor by powering a generator while
the motor is the only source of power that drives the wheels. Also like other powertrain
architectures, some part of the kinetic energy can be restored by using Regenerative Brak-
ing Systems (RBS). This structure has very low fuel consumption and emission since the
engine only works when it is needed. However, the biggest drawback of this structure is
its relatively lower energy efficiency due to multiple energy conversions compared to other
architectures[49].
Figure 2.2: Series Powertrain Architecture of PHEVs
On the other hand, in parallel structure both engine and motors are connected to final
drive through a mechanical coupling Fig. 2.3. In this method, the motor only helps engine
and is not a driving source of power although this hybrid architecture is more efficient by
using electric motor during propulsion and RBS during braking than non-hybrid vehicles
[49].
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Figure 2.3: Parallel Powertrain Architecture of PHEVs
Finally, in power-split setup Fig. 2.4, the engine, motor and generator are connected
to each other through a planetary gear. The gear splits power between wheels and gener-
ator. Additionally, decoupling the engine and electric motor is the main advantage of this
structure which provides more flexibility [49].
Figure 2.4: Power-split Powertrain Architecture of PHEVs
Comprehensive research efforts in the past twenty years in the fields of control and
energy management have been concentrated on proposing supervisory controllers to im-
prove the performance of PHEVS. For instance, several papers in the literature focused
on different control techniques to design an optimal energy management system (EMS)
[50, 51, 52, 53]. Other papers used dynamic programming (DP) to optimize the battery
charge-depletion by having trip information [54].
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2.4 Summary
Although PHEVs have more promising features than ordinary vehicles, they are not com-
petitive enough in the market because they are more expensive. One solution is to append
connectivity and automation to PHEVs. This enhancement makes designing a controller
at roundabouts more manageable by enabling the vehicle to use data of other traffic par-
ticipants.
Roundabouts enable smoother traffic flow, by eliminating traffic lights and the number
of stops and also add to the beauty of cities. However, because of their special geometry,
they reach their capacity with moderate traffic and cause traffic jams. Also, since the ego
vehicle needs to keep a safe distance from vehicles on the same road plus vehicles approach-
ing the same merging zone from other roads, they cause danger. Therefore, proposing a
controller to coordinate vehicles at traffic circles improves their performance, which is a
sophisticated problem [8, 9].
Most of the previously reported research in the literature has concentrated on solving
the coordination problem at four-way intersections and on-ramps while few papers were
addressing the coordination problem at roundabouts. Additionally, most of the previous
papers used linear model predictive control (LMPC) to deal with the problem. However,
using nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) enables the consideration of nonlinear
terms in the problem equations which results in more accurate and detailed models [55].
Different methods are available to solve NMPC problems and one of them is General-
ized Minimal Residual (GMRES) that is able to quickly solve the problem for real-time
applications [56, 57].
In this work, a CA-PHEV was used because more data and information is provided to
the vehicle due to connectivity between vehicles and infrastructure. In this thesis, first, we
propose a centralized coordination and control approach. We assume that priorities have
been calculated and assigned by an intersection controller and we focus on proposing a
controller for the host vehicle.
Second, We contribute to the decentralized coordination problem by i) formulating the
problem in the form of an NMPC problem by considering more accurate vehicle longi-
tudinal dynamics than other papers in the literature and a nonlinear cost function, ii)
formulating the optimal control problem for the powertrain of PHEV with consideration of
fuel economy, iii) solving the problem for the less investigated case of roundabouts (com-
pared to intersections and on-ramps) and iv) proposing a new navigation function rule
based on optimal control for priority calculation.
Last, a robust tube-based decentralized coordination approach is presented. Our contri-
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butions are i) formulating nonlinear cost function and incorporating more accurate longitu-
dinal vehicle dynamics for NMPC problem, ii) considerating fuel economy for the complex






The problem addressed in this chapter is as follows. An ego vehicle that is equipped with
the controller is approaching a roundabout with one lane and four curved entrances. Each
vehicle approaching the roundabout has a fixed path D and the traveled distance of each
vehicle on its fixed trajectory is shown by d. It is assumed that there is an upper-level
controller at the roundabout which specifies the preceding (p) and back vehicle (b) for the
ego vehicle. Except for the host vehicle, other vehicles in the traffic are ordinary vehicles
without the controller. The host vehicle has to yield the right of way to the preceding
vehicle (p) and has priority over back vehicle.
We define a merging zone at the entry point of the entrances to the roundabout as shown
in Fig. 3.1. In order to have a collision-free merging with traffic inside roundabout and
prevent a lateral collision, only one vehicle is allowed to be in this region at the same time.
Consequently, to adhere to the assigned priorities, the ego vehicle has to let the preceding
vehicle leaves the merging zone and enters the zone before the back vehicle. Since the
dynamics of the vehicles have been taken into account, the host vehicle is allowed to merge
with traffic inside roundabout when a safe distance between vehicles exists.
The ego vehicle has information about the position, speed, and acceleration of sur-
rounding vehicles through V2V and V2I communication systems. Since the speed in urban
areas are not high, we can ignore the danger of lateral skidding and roll over and focus on
longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle.
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The controller generates the required torque (T) to the vehicle to follow a reference
speed and keep a safe distance from surrounding vehicles while minimizing fuel consump-
tion. The determined torque will be given to EMS of PHEV’s powertrain.
Figure 3.1: Single lane traffic circle with 4 entrances. Red vehicle is preceding vehicle and
black is back vehicle. Blue is host vehicle. The light blue zone is called merging zone.
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3.2 Control-oriented Model
There are two models available to use in the development of control systems. The high-
fidelity model has all verified components of the plant and mainly it is used to verify the
controller’s performance. The high-fidelity model is computationally expensive; thus, to
design the NMPC-based controller to solve this centralized coordination problem in real-
time, a simple but accurate control-oriented model is required. The model which has been




































h +mg sin θ + µrmg, (3.2)
where Fres is a resistance force applied to the vehicle, Tw is wheel torque, rw is wheel
radius, ηp is powertrain efficiency, τa is constant coefficient and σ is a decaying factor and
is considered to take the fact that vehicles mostly drive with constant speed into account.
ρ is the air density, cd is the drag coefficient, A is the frontal area of the vehicle, vh is the
vehicle speed, m is the vehicle mass, µr is the rolling resistance coefficient and θ is the road
grade. The indices h, p, and b are for the host, preceding, and back vehicles respectively.
The host vehicle equipped with the proposed controller which is responsible for keeping
a safe distance from the surrounding vehicles. The distance error between the preceding
vehicle and host vehicle is defined as follows:
β = dmp|h − dmh|h − d∗, (3.3)
dmp|h means the distance of preceding vehicle p to merging zone m on its fixed path and d
m
h|h
means the distance of host vehicle to merging zone on its fixed path calculated on-board.





= dmh|h − dmb|h − d∗, (3.4)
One way to define safe distance between vehicles is based on the safe distance at parked
position L0 and vehicle speed:
d∗ = L0 + κvh, (3.5)
In the above equation, κ is headway time. Since the safe distance between vehicles changes
with speed, we consider headway time to take that fact into account. The proposed con-
troller tries to minimize the difference between the actual distance between vehicles and
the safe inter-vehicular distance equation (3.3) and equation (3.4).
To solve this NMPC problem, a prediction of the future acceleration of traffic vehicles
should be considered in the receding prediction horizon. According to [58], vehicles mostly
travel with near constant speeds and mostly avoid harsh accelerations or decelerations.
Consequently, the below model has been used in this paper:
at(τ) = e
−τat(t), (3.6)
where  is a tuning parameter, at(τ) is predicted future acceleration and at(t) is acceleration
in current time.
3.3 Trip Cos
One of the objectives of the proposed controller is to decrease the host vehicles’ fuel con-
sumption by considering it in our cost function. Since the high fidelity model of Toyota
Prius PHEV has been used in this paper, instead of using fuel rate or electricity current,








In above equation, Ecost is energy cost of the trip and the effect of traveled distance can
be excluded by dividing it by the host vehicle’s velocity. SOC is the state of the charge
of battery, m˙f is fuel rate, Ke and Kf are unit cost of electricity and fuel. The PHEV
Toyota Prius is equipped with an energy management system (EMS) which is responsible
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for distributing energy between the electric motors and engine; thus, we can assume that
the engine is always working at its optimum working point. Therefore, the fuel rate can
be found using the following equation:
m˙f = a1 + a2Pe + a3P
2
e + a4vh, (3.8)
Where Pe is the engine power and a1 to a4 are constant coefficients. Additionally, the
electricity rate can be estimated as follows:
˙SOC = ζ1 + ζ2Pm + ζ3P
2
m, (3.9)
Where Pm is the motor’s power and ζ1 to ζ3 are constant coefficients. Moreover, EMS
of the vehicle specifies the power ratio; hence, affects the power demand for each source





To recap, using above mentioned equations, the energy cost can be evaluated and taken
into account in the performance index [59].
3.4 Optimal Control Problem Formulation
To formulate this coordination problem in a form of NMPC, defining the performance
index, constraints, and prediction model is required. We have already specified the predic-
tion model. This section is dedicated to formulating the performance index and in-equality
type constraints.
One of main advantages of the receding horizon control is its capacity to incorporate
different objectives and try to satisfy all of them simultaneously. In this paper, the following




U(i)2 +RTCx(i) + w1(vh(i)− vref (i))2 + w2Ecost + w3βeβ, (3.11)
where RT and w1 to w3 are weighting factors. The proper values for these parameters
can be achieved by tuning. By adding the energy cost, Ecost, to the cost function, the
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controller’s output will be calculated with the consideration of energy efficiency which
results in lower fuel consumptions by the controller. Another feature of the proposed
controller is a reference speed vref following which prevents the vehicle from powertrain
shutdown. The last term considers safety concerning the inter-vehicular distance error.
When the distance between vehicles is less than safe distance, the value of the last term
goes up exponentially and becomes the most important since it is a safety issue. However,
in the case that the distance is equal or more than the safe distance, the safety term becomes
less important and the optimization can be solved by consideration of fuel economy and
reference speed following terms.
In the PI equation (3.11), Cx is the vector of inequality type constraints. To define this





where U is the powertrain torque which is the control input and is bounded by maximum
and minimum values. Also, the speed of the vehicle has a maximum specified by the lateral
controller to prevent lateral skidding and rollover in the curved paths of the roundabout.
As a result, the Cx vector can be defined as follows:
Cx =




To solve this NMPC problem in real-time, we need a fast solver. In this paper, we used
the N-GMRES solver developed by our research group [57]. This solver is MATLAB-based
and it can solve different nonlinear optimal control problems fast and accurate enough by
solving differential equations at each time step while satisfying constraints. We used this
solver because the performance of this solver has been verified, it is user-friendly and it is
more compatible with our problem.
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3.6 High-fidelity Model
The high-fidelity model presents plants in more details but it is not real-time. The baseline
power-split powertrain of PHEV in this paper is developed in a new generation of Power-
train System Analysis Toolkit (PSAT), Autonomie software, by Argon National Lab. The
schematic of the powertrain of PHEV is shown in Fig 3.2. The powertrain consists of one
engine and two electric motors. The electric motors can be used as a simple motor as well
as a generator. The components are coupled to the wheels through two planetary gears.
In the first planetary gear, the ring is connected to the wheels while the sun and carriers
are attached to the motor 1 and engine. In planetary gear two, the ring is again connected
to the wheels and sun plus carriers are attached to motor 2 and chassis. At low speed,
the engine is turned off and at normal speeds, some part of the engine power goes to the
wheels and the rest applies to motor 1 which acts as a generator. The electric power in
the generator turns into mechanical power by motor 2 Fig. 3.2.
The main components of the high-level Simulink are vehicle powertrain architecture
(VPA), vehicle powertrain controller (VPC), driver, and environment which are connected
via buses as shown in Fig. 3.3. The software has some libraries of vehicle models and
components with features. The procedure for developing the high-fidelity model and veri-
fication of its performance has been investigated in our group’s previous works [60]
.
Figure 3.2: Toyota Prius powertrain components
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Figure 3.3: Main Components of High-fidelity model of Toyota Prius in Simulink
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3.7 Control Evaluation Results
This section is dedicated to the investigation of the performance of the proposed controller
in addition to comparing it to other controllers. In order to generate meaningful results,
we have used special notation in this thesis. To better understand resulting graphs, the
entrance of merging zone is put on the y = 0, therefore when the position of vehicles are
-40, it means that the vehicle needs to travel 40 meters to enter merging zone.
The subsequent sections show different results of the centralized controller using the
high-fidelity model. First, we compare the performance of the proposed controller with
PID. The second part compares the fuel consumption of the centralized and PID controllers.
The last part devoted to HIL test of real-time implementation of the centralized controller.
3.7.1 Centralized Controller vs PID
In this section, we compare the proposed centralized controller performance with a PID
controller. For the sake of comparison, a limited part of HWFET drive cycle has been used
and scaled to generate speed profile of the preceding vehicle in the roundabout scenario.
As shown in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5, the centralized controller has better performance in
keeping a safe inter-vehicular distance between vehicles. Because the PID controller is a
single task controller and in this comparison, it tries to minimize the speed error. As can
be seen, both the preceding vehicle and PID are on the same distance from merging zone
which is an indication of accident.
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Figure 3.4: Distance from merging zone comparison between centralized controller and
PID at roundabouts





















Figure 3.5: Inter-vehicular distance error comparison between centralized controller and
PID at roundabouts
To further compare PID with centralized controller, we changed the simulation envi-
ronment to preceding vehicle following. In the new environment, the host vehicle follows
the preceding vehicle which has speed profile of 2*HWFET drive cycle. Fig. 3.6 and Fig.
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3.7 compare reference speed following and distance error of both controllers. The central-
ized controller has less fluctuations in its reference speed following and its inter-vehicular
distance error is closer to zero.





















Figure 3.6: Distance error comparison between centralized and PID controllers for
2*HWFET drive cycles


































This section shows results of fuel consumption of proposed centralized controller and PID
for 2*HWFET drive cycles. MPC is multi task controller which is capable of satisfying
different objectives at the same time. The NMPC based central control can reduce energy
cost of the trip while following reference speed and keeping inter-vehicular distance error
around zero. On the other hand, the PID is a single task controller. Although the PID
controller has better fuel-consumption than the proposed controller as shown in Fig. 3.8
it cannot provide safe inter-vehicular distance as shown in Fig. 3.5.

























Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) tests are really common among automotive companies and
they are really beneficial in the process of design and development of control systems. In
some stages in the development of control systems, to better assess the fidelity of the per-
formance evaluations physical prototyping is required. However, this physical prototyping
can be very expensive, time-consuming and even dangerous. To reduce the associated
risks, the HIL test which is one of the rapid prototyping techniques can be used. In HIL
tests only special and complex components will be prototyped instead of all components
which is more cost-effective and requires less effort but improves the fidelity of the evalu-
ations. Another important factor in designing control systems is repeatability. To check
repeatability physical prototyping is not a proper option but through HIL tests one specific
simulation environment can be built and run multiple times. Additionally, investigation
of the performance of the controller in harsh situations such as icy road in winter condi-
tion using physical prototyping is perilous. However, in HIL tests the simulation can be
adjusted accordingly to check performance in a different situation without significant risk
and danger. To recap, HIL tests enable us to better assess fidelity of the evaluations while
avoiding expensive, complicated and sometimes destructive procedures which in turn cause
faster design process and prepare a solid base for further developments.
Nowadays, most of the controllers are programmed on Electronic Control Units (ECUs)
for implementation. The ECU is a component that receives sensor captured information
and based on those data, it applies proper control action using actuators. Today, advanced
vehicles have around 80 ECUs [61] to control different parts of the vehicle like engine,
brake, suspension system, etc. Due to the increase in usage of ECUs, evaluating and
validating new advanced ECUs in a short time is crucial which can happen using HIL
testing. Therefore, we implemented our proposed controllers on an ECU to study its
performance through HIL test.
The HIL for rapid control prototyping (RCP) is consist of three components:
• User interface to design simulation, program hardware and setup variables
• A real-time simulator which is a very fast and powerful microprocessor to run the
high-fidelity model in real time
• A prototype ECU to check real time performance of the proposed controllers
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The different components in the HIL platform are communicating with each other through
Controller Area Network (CAN). The CAN enables microcontrollers and ECUs to exchange
data without needing a computer. Especial I/O ports compatible with CAN interface
enable efficient system and sending and receiving data. The HIL setup used in this thesis
is provided by dSPACE which is well-known to most of the major car manufacturers and
it is compatible with MATLAB/Simulink.
HIL Hardware and Programming
The HIL that we use in this research has a prototype ECU (Micro AutoBox II) and real
time simulator (DS-1006 Processor) [62].
Figure 3.9: dSPACE hardware-in-the-loop setup
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Table 3.1: Specifications of DSPACE HIL Setup
Specification Prototype ECU Real-time Simulator
Hardware MicroAutoBox II Processor board
Processor DS 1401 PowerPC 750GL DS 1006 Quad-Core AMD
I/O DS 1511 DS 2202
The real-time simulator is responsible to run the high-fidelity model along with envi-
ronment variables and prototype ECU calculates and sends control signals.
The dSPACE HIL platform works with MATLAB/Simulink and provides appropriate
Real-Time Workshop code generators which comply with codes compatible with each hard-
ware. The real-time processor only handles the high-fidelity model and the prototype ECU
runs the proposed controller. Therefore, to generate compatible C codes for each hardware
and do the testing we follow the following procedure. First, we divide the Simulink model
into two separate models one contains only the proposed controller and the other possesses
the rest of the original model. To generate proper C code to run on the DS1006 Processor
Board, we use rti1006.tlc libraries presented by dSPACE. We add the required interface
blocks to the *.mdl file. Then to do the same for MicroAutobox II, we use rti1401.tlc. The
communicating signals should have the same CAN ID in both *.mdl files. By compiling
each of the *.mdl files, System Description Files *.sdf files can be built. To measure and
record different variables, another product of dSPACE called ControlDesk can be used [63].
Once the files uploaded to corresponding hardware, desired variables for both platforms
such as ECU turnaround time can be watched and recorded. The turnaround time proves
whether the controller is real-time implementable and fast enough for automotive applica-
tions. Turnaround time is the time that ECU requires to generate controller input based
on the received information. In the next chapters, we do HIL simulation to make sure that
the proposed controller is real-time on the prototype ECU and we report the turnaround
time.
3.7.4 Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) Results
One major concern for designing a controller for automotive applications is its real-time im-
plementation. For designing this controller, we used a solver based on the GMRES method.
There are two versions of GMRES solver, Newton/GMRES and Continuation/GMRES.
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Based on previous investigations [10], C/GMRES solves problems in continuous time and
takes into account the system’s dynamics and is more accurate than N/GMRES. However,
it makes the tuning process more difficult and adds an insignificant amount of improvement
in comparison to N/GMRES. Therefore, N/GMRES is used in this paper.
As a matter of fact, the higher number of states, length of prediction horizon, and
step time can increase the computational burden of N/GMRES solver and it might make
it too slow. To make sure that the proposed controller is real-time, we did HIL test.
Fig. 3.10 Shows the turnaround time of the controller. The turnaround time is between
5.9× 10−5 and 5.2× 10−5 with its average around 5.6 ∗ 10−5. The results are measured on
prototype ECU which is more powerful and faster than real vehicle ECU. Therefore, we can
approximately calculate turnaround time of Toyota Prius by multiplying the above data
by 7 [59]. Hence, the maximum approximated value of turnaround time for Toyota Prius
is about 0.4 milliseconds which is less than 1 millisecond; thus, the controller is real-time.
Figure 3.10: Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) Results of Centralized Controller
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3.8 dSPACE Traffic Simulator
Another product from dSPACE is the ASM traffic simulator [64]. In a traffic simulator,
one can build a simulation environment, specify traffic scenarios with multiple traffic par-
ticipants and implement the controller on the vehicle with full vehicle dynamics to test a
controller, visualize results, and compare the controller with actual drivers. This product
can be used for validation of the controller algorithm by Simulink simulations during the de-
sign phase. The dSPACE traffic simulator has full compatibility with MATLAB/Simulink
which makes working with this system straightforward. Additionally, ModelDesk and Mo-
tionDesk are available to facilitate interaction with the complex Simulink model.
In order to test the controller, we need to bring up the traffic simulator using the
computer interface. This can be done by using dSPACE ASM packages and libraries
provided by dSPACE for MATLAB/Simulink. There are different Automotive Simulation
Models available in the ASM libraries. To get access to these models, one way is to call
ASM -V ehicleDynamics-lib on the MATLAB workspace or simply call asm. Each of these
models has some unique specifications and features.
Figure 3.11: Screenshot of Traffic Simulator Automotive Simulation Models pane
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The dSPACE ASM Vehicle Dynamics only provides full vehicle dynamics for the host
vehicle, however, dSPACE ASM Traffic enables the user to define traffic scenarios and traffic
vehicles in addition to full host vehicle dynamics. Since in this research, the presence of
traffic vehicles is essential, we choose dSPACE ASM Traffic.
The ASM VehicleDynamic library consists of different blocks for parts of vehicles such
as vehicle dynamics, engine, drivetrain and soft ECUs. The ASM Traffic also offers a demo
model with default parameters for a standard mid-size car called Automotive Simulation
Models Traffic version3 which is used in this research. The complete demo project consists
of the following [65]:
• Simulation: ASM vehicle dynamics model including initialization
• Parametrization: ModelDesk with default parameters of mid-size car
• Instrumentation: ControlDesk next generation experiment to control real-time sim-
ulation
• Animation: MotionDesk default scene and parametrization for road and maneuver
• Automation: Remote control of ModelDesk
By choosing the default model, the following *.mdl file will be generated.
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Figure 3.12: Screenshot of Traffic Simulator Automotive Simulation Models pane
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There are two different ways to change this simulation environment and vehicle dynam-
ics:
• Applying required changes directly through Simulink file
• Using user graphical interfaces ModelDesk and MotionDesk
We can open the demo project & experiment on ModelDesk and MotionDesk by going to
User Interface for Model and clicking on corresponding blocks in Projects and Experiment
Handling.
3.8.1 ModelDesk
The ModelDesk let the user to specify and change parameters related to vehicle dynamics,
build a maneuver for host vehicle, instruct and generate road profiles, add multiple traffic
participant and build maneuver for each of them, and create and manage traffic objects.
The following sections will explain each of these features briefly [66].
Parametrizing ASM Model
The parameters of vehicle dynamics can be edited in Parametersets section MidSizeCar-
Traffic. It has following main components:
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Figure 3.13: Screenshot of parameter set in ModelDesk
• Soft ECU : This section enables the user to edit and change soft electronic control
units for ACC, Engine Basics and Stepped Automatic Transmission.
• Engine Basics: The user can change or edit the engine graph and specify some
parameters of engine dynamics like time constant for torque increase, etc.
• DriveTrain: In this section, variables and graphs for Crankshaft and starter, trans-
mission, final drive assembly, and test bench (speed controller for the engine under
test) can be chosen and edited. In the final drive assembly, the user can choose
between different drivetrains like all-wheel, front wheel, rear wheel, front wheel front
engine drive and front-wheel front-engine 4WD drive. The transmission can be au-
tomatic stepped gearbox with torque converter or manual gearbox with the ability
to change general parameters and graphs besides efficiency graphs.
• V ehicle Dynamics: In this section for each of the tires, user can select between
TMeasy and Magic Formula tire models and specify relevant parameters (geometry,
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forces, self-alignment, scaling parameters and dynamics) for each of the models in dry,
damp, wet, and icy condition. Also variables of components of brake system (brake
booster, brake hydraulics, master brake cylinder and brake itself), steering (steering,
power steering graph and steering compliance graph), body-wheels (aerodynamics,
wheel mass and inertial, torsional frame, sensor position, body geometry and mass
and additional loads) can be accessed and edited accordingly. Moreover, in this
section, user can choose between different suspension systems (symmetric, asymmet-
ric, McPherson, ASYM ANC.spring, SYM ANC.spring, ASYM ANC.spring 3 DOF,
SYM ANC.spring 3DOF, Rigid Symmetric, symmetric 3DOF, asymmetric 3DOF)
and change relevant parameters (suspension kinematics, suspension compliance and
spring-damper-stabilizer each of which has different features) for both front and rear
suspension system.
• Environment: Different selection of sensors, ambient temperature, and pressure,
driver information (brake invariant, longitudinal controller, lateral controllers, and
common driver parameters) in addition to the road, maneuver and traffic can be
specified in this section.
Maneuver Editor
Maneuver defines how a vehicle moves. The user can choose between some already existing
maneuvers or build a new maneuver. The vehicle can move on a flat surface or follow a
route already specified with the road generator. In order to build a maneuver, we can
append multiple maneuver segments in which each segment represents part of the overall
plan and the length of each segment can be defined by duration or a distance. For each
maneuver segment, different longitudinal and lateral driving types exits that can be picked
with options of adding additional end condition for that segment and some user outputs.
Depending on the selected longitudinal and lateral type, further setup is required. There
are two different maneuver types available on traffic simulator:
• Stimulus maneuver: This option allows controlling the vehicle model from outside
by giving signals to the accelerator pedal, brake pedal, clutch pedal, gear, and steering
wheel generated by an actual driver or additional controller developed by researchers.
• Controlled maneuver: In this case, the driver model specified in the vehicle dynamics
section is responsible for controlling the vehicle. The steering wheel is controlled by
lateral driver controllers and the rest of the pedals are controlled by a longitudinal
driver controller.
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In addition to maneuver segments, we have initialize, standstill, reset, and end segments.
The initialize segment starts the vehicle dynamics model. The initial position, speed,
and height can also be specified in the initialize segment. The Standstill segment mostly
comes after initialize segment and before the reset segments to let the vehicle dynamics
stop bouncing and go to the steady-state situation. The reset segment is responsible for
re-initializing the vehicle dynamics. The end segment which is the last in the overall plan
indicates the end of the maneuver.
Figure 3.14: Screenshot of maneuver editor in ModelDesk
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Road Creation
We use this component to generate road models. We define different segments of the road
and specify its features. The generated road file integrates road with the animation scene
in MotionDesk and in Simulink model. The road generator has the following capabilities:
• Creating road and specify features such as horizontal profile, height profile, lane
selection, texture, scenery, and special surface condition
• Creating junctions and connecting them to roads
• Placing static objects around the road like a traffic sign
• Defining routes on the road for ASM maneuver segments
• Defining traffic type
• Placing some position markers and trigger points that can be used as additional end
condition for maneuver segments or trigger a segment
Figure 3.15: Screenshot of road creation pane in ModelDesk
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Traffic
The traffic editor section let the user to create a traffic scenario with some traffic partici-
pants (traffic fellows) that follow a certain maneuver such as vehicle overtaking, changing
lane, and reacting to other traffic fellows or ASM vehicle. In this section, we can append
fellow vehicles and assign a chassis or chassis with wheels of different vehicles to it. Also
some dynamic and geometric parameters can be set for each fellow vehicle.
The user defines maneuver for each fellow vehicle to follow. The maneuver consists
of sequence of segments to follow. The initial segment is always the first segment which
characterize start condition of fellow vehicle with respect to ASM vehicle or maneuver.
Moreover, multiple initial conditions can be set and the fellow starts when one of those start
conditions is met. The normal segments come after initial segment and defines longitudinal
and lateral movements of a fellow in traffic scenario. There are couple of longitudinal and
lateral type of maneuvers exists and each of them has further setup. The conditions for
transmission from one normal segment to next segment can be specified. The movements
can be defined with absolute values or relative to the ASM vehicle or other fellow vehicles.
Each fellow vehicle needs to be assigned to a route created in the road creation section.
After making proper changes and saving vehicle dynamics, ASM vehicle maneuver,
road, and traffic, we download each of the sections. By downloading, the blocks in the
Simulink, *.mdl file changes accordingly and scene comes up in the MotionDesk.
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Figure 3.16: Screenshot of traffic pane in ModelDesk
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3.8.2 MotionDesk
MotionDesk is a product of dSPACE for visualizing traffic scenario and lets the user to
directly make some changes. One capability of MotionDesk is to record a simulation of
traffic scenario as a *.mdf file and reply existing *.mdf files.
The scene synchronization feature in ModelDesk synchronize MotionDesk, ModelDesk,
and Simulink model and updates scenery of MotionDesk [67].
Figure 3.17: Screenshot of MotionDesk
3.8.3 Traffic Simulator Results
In this thesis, videos of the performance of the proposed controllers have been generated






In this method, we assume that the host vehicle h equipped with the proposed controller
approaches the roundabout and wants to merge with the traffic inside it and pass through
without collision with other vehicles. The traffic vehicle t is also approaching the same
roundabout. We define a merging zone which is the light blue zone shown by m in Fig.
4.1. The distance that each vehicle should travel to arrive at merging zone is d. In order
to have collision free merging with traffic inside roundabout, the host vehicle should enter
merging zone before or after vehicle t.
Also, we define a control zone shown by light orange in Fig. 4.1. The length from the
entrance of control zone to entrance of merging zone is L. When the host vehicle enters this
control zone, it gets information of surrounding traffic vehicles within a specific range from
it. Based on the local information, the controller determines the following two outputs:
• In decentralized coordination, each of the vehicles calculates their own priority with
respect to other traffic vehicles. This is possible since the vehicles are connected via
V2V and V2I communication systems. Additionally, because of the fact that each of
the vehicles adjust their position with respect to other vehicles, all of the N number
of vehicles can pass through roundabout without collision and situation of deadlock
can be prevented.
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• The controller calculates the needed torque to satisfy all of the objectives which have
been considered in the development phase.
The ego vehicle gets information about traffic through communication systems, then it
calculates priority and the required torque to adjust its position and speed with respect to
other vehicles to have a safe and smooth merging with the traffic inside the roundabout
while minimizing fuel consumption of the vehicle when safe inter-vehicular distance is
available. As a result, priority determination and solving the optimization problem fast
and in real-time is required for successful implementation of the controller.
Figure 4.1: Single lane traffic circle. The blue vehicle is the host vehicle. The red vehicle
is traffic vehicle. The yellow zone is the merging zone. Dashed green lines are the entrance
to control zone.
4.2 Priority Calculation
4.2.1 Navigation Function Approach
If we want to have collision free merging in a roundabout, defining a navigation function
is needed. When vehicle h is approaching the roundabout Fig. 4.1, first it enters the
control zone. Since the vehicles are connected and automated, it gets information of other
vehicles which are close to the same merging zone. Therefore, the vehicle h is informed of
presence of another vehicle t and receives critical driving data of vehicle t such as distance
of vehicle t to the merging zone, velocity and acceleration. Then by having critical driving
data and distance of control zone, each of the vehicles can calculate their arrival time to
the merging zone. In order to achieve safe merging objective, vehicle h should be in front
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of or behind vehicle t with a safe inter-vehicular distance between them when it enters the
merging zone. Consequently, the following navigation function can be defined:
β =
{
dt − dh − (d∗) Th > Tt,
dh − dt − (d∗) Tt ≥ Th,
(4.1)
Where dt is distance of traffic vehicle t to the merging zone and dh is distance of host
vehicle to the same merging zone. Th is arrival time of host vehicle at the entrance of
merging zone calculated on-board by host vehicle and Tt is the time takes for the traffic
vehicle to be at the merging zone and given to the host vehicle via V2V communication
system.
According to the navigation function equation (4.1), when the arrival time of vehicle
t is smaller than arrival time of vehicle h, the vehicle t which is the preceding vehicle
should accelerate and vehicle h should decelerate since it is the back vehicle until a safe
gap exists between them before entering merging zone and vice-versa. This can be done
by considering β term in our cost function. This is possible because all of the vehicles are
equipped with the controller and connected to each other. Moreover, this is also valid for
the case that both of the vehicles are in a same path because the vehicle which is closer to
the merging zone is preceding and the other vehicle is back vehicle and they adjust their
position with respect to each other to provide safe gap [68].
4.2.2 Optimal Control Approach
In this novel approach, instead of using a navigation function to calculate priorities for each
of the vehicles, we formulate the problem in a form of nonlinear optimal control problem
with different objectives and solve that problem using a fast optimizer. One advantage of
this approach is that we can consider different objectives while calculating priorities or put
more weight on one of the objectives such as energy-cost. In this approach, the controller
on the host vehicle once assumes to be the preceding then the back vehicle and calculates
cost function for each case and makes decision based on the determined cost functions.
The pseudo code for the optimal control approach for calculation of priority is shown
in Algorithm 1:
The code accepts the position, speed, and distance of both vehicles t and h to the
merging zone. At each time step, once it assumes the vehicle h, for instance, is the
preceding vehicle and solves the NMPC problem to find Jp which is the cost when the host
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Algorithm 1 Priority Calculation Logic- Decentralized Coordination
Require: xh, vh, xt, vt, β, β
′, dt, dh, dc
Ensure: Tw
1: Jp ← NMPC(xh, vh, xt, vt, dt, dh, β)
2: Jb ← NMPC(xh, vh, xt, vt, dt, dh, β′)
3: while dh/dc > 1 do
4: if Jp ≤ Jb then
5: Tw ← Tw,p
6: else
7: Tw ← Tw,b
8: end if
9: end while
10: while dh/dc ≤ 1 do
11: if dh < dt then
12: Tw ← Tw,b
13: else




vehicle is the preceding vehicle. Then, it supposes the vehicle h to be the back vehicle
and determines Jb that is the cost of being the back vehicle. By a comparison between Jp
and Jb, the more cost-effective option will be picked and the powertrain torque calculated
based on that priority will be returned as the output.
By implementing this priority calculation logic, the vehicles can be the preceding or
back vehicle depending on the situation and there is flexibility in providing a better fuel
economy. To illustrate more, consider a situation when the vehicle t is on a different path
than the vehicle h and it is closer to the merging zone with lower speed. By implementing
this logic, the vehicle h decides to be preceding and keeps its current speed to go in front
of the vehicle t which results in better fuel consumption. However, if the vehicle is in the
same trajectory, it causes a collision.
To avoid the collision when the vehicles are on the same trajectory, we incorporate a




Where dh is the distance of host vehicle to the merging zone calculated on-board and
dc is the distance to collision with the other vehicle. When both of the vehicles are on
the same path, dc given by the car-mounted sensors is lower than or equal to dh. In these
situations, there is no flexibility for the vehicles to calculate priority; hence, the vehicle
which is closer to the merging zone has priority over the other vehicle.
4.3 Prediction Model
As mentioned in the centralized approach, the prediction (control-oriented) model needs
to be specified for the controller to predict the dynamical behavior of the system. Since
in this chapter we are introducing a different and more promising coordination approach,





























h +mg sin θ + µrmg, (4.4)
The parameters are the same as before. Moreover, the safe inter-vehicular distance formula
to determine distance between vehicles, the prediction model to anticipate acceleration
of traffic vehicle, and trip cost formula are the same as centralized approach with some
notation differences.
4.4 Optimal Control Problem Formulation





Where U and vmax are the same parameters as centralized controller.








The constant parameters in the above formula can be found by trial-and-error experiments
or based on more structured logic.
In the PI equation (4.6), Cx is a vector of constraints defined as follows:
Cx =
vh − vmaxU − Umax
Umin − U
 (4.7)
One way to define the weighting parameter w1 is: [58]:
w1 =

eγ1(β−0.6βmax) if0.6βmax < β,
50 if − 0.6βmax ≤ β ≤ 0.6βmax,
eγ2(−β−0.6βmax) ifβ < −0.6βmax,
(4.8)
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To solve this problem, the trajectory cost equation 4.6 is replaced by:
PI ′ = PI +M, (4.9)
Mj =
{
0 Cx(xk, uk) ≤ 0,
mjCx(xk, uk) Cx(xk, uk) > 0,
(4.10)
This means that the constraint is considered as a penalty function when it is violated.
From the optimal control theory, by defining Hamiltonian H, co-state Λ and Lagrangian
multiplier vector ψ, the optimal control problem can be rewritten as a two-point boundary
value problem. 
xk+1 = xk + f(xk, uk)δτ,
Cx(xk, uk) ≤ 0,
HTu (xk, uk,Λk, ψk),
Λk = Λk+1 +H
T
x (xk, uk,Λk, ψk),
(4.11)
Solving state equation forward in time, and the co-state equation backward, the problem
can be formulated as follows:























Where gm is the former inequality constraint modified by dummy inputs as described in
[69]. To solve this problem, we need a specific method capable of solving the problem
sufficiently fast like GMRES method [10, 70].
4.5 Control Evaluation Results
L0 and κ in safe distance equation (5.1) were chosen as 3 and 0.2 respectively. The
prediction horizon length is 10 and the step time is 0.25 seconds. The high-fidelity model
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of Toyota Prius PHEV was used to check the performance of the proposed vehicle controller
in different scenarios.
In simulations, the origin was put in the merging zone. Therefore, when xh is -30 meters,
it means that the vehicle h needs to travel 30 meters on its fixed path to be in the merging
zone. During the simulations, the following weighting factors were used: w1 = adaptively,
w2 = 0 for NMPC without energy cost and w2 = 10 for NMPC with energy cost, w3 = 15
and R=[150 0.1 0.1] for vh, Umax and Umin respectively.
4.5.1 NMPC vs PID Performance
In the first step, we compared the proposed NMPC-based controller’s performance with a
PID controller. For the sake of comparison between controllers, the scenario is the same
and a limited portion of HWFET drive cycle has been used and scaled to generate the
speed profile of vehicle t.
For the special case of this thesis, because we get information of surrounding vehicles
through V2V and V2I communications rather than radar, it is possible that the vehicle h
be closer to the vehicle t than the safe gap while they are on a different path.
As shown in Fig. 4.2, we assume that the vehicle t has lower arrival time to the merging
zone and has priority over the vehicle h. So, the vehicle h needs to decelerate to provide
a safe gap for merging before the merging zone. The PID controller tries to provide a
safe gap between the vehicles. Both controllers reduced the speed of vehicle h and at the
merging zone which is located at y = 0, a safe gap exists between vehicles. However, the
NMPC approach generates slightly better results in comparison to PID.
The NMPC controller can adhere to the priorities when the arrival time of vehicle h is
lower and has priority over the vehicle t as shown in Fig. 4.3, but the PID controller lets
the vehicle t enters the merging zone first and violates the priority.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between NMPC and PID when vehicle t has priority c© 2019 IEEE
































Figure 4.3: Comparison between NMPC and PID when vehicle h has priority c© 2019
IEEE
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Another feature in this multi-objective optimal control problem is following the desired
speed. We assumed that the desired speed in this thesis is the speed profile shown in
Fig. 4.4. The NMPC controller has much better performance at following the desired
speed than PID because PID does not consider other objectives than minimizing the error
between actual and the desired inter-vehicular distance.


















Figure 4.4: Speed following comparison between NMPC and PID c© 2019 IEEE
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4.5.2 Energy-cost Comparison
In the NMPC formulation, we considered the energy cost of the complex powertrain of
PHEV. The NMPC with and without energy cost in its cost function is compared as
shown in Fig. 4.5. The NMPC controller is better at reducing energy consumption when
the energy cost of the vehicle is considered in its performance index.




















Figure 4.5: Energy cost comparison between different NMPC c© 2019 IEEE
Table 4.1: Final energy cost for different NMPC in different drive cycles c© 2019 IEEE
Cycle with Ecost without Ecost
portion of HWFET 0.0384 0.0605
3*HWFET 5.5192 8.5942
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4.5.3 Comparison between Priority Calculation Approaches
As mentioned before, this thesis presents a novel priority calculation logic for decentralized
coordination. In this section, we want to compare the performance of the two priority
calculation logics. Fig. 4.6 compares the performance of these two approaches. The initial
condition is the same and the results are for 2×HWFET driving cycles. According to Fig.
4.6(a) both methods have acceptable performance in following the reference speed but
optimal control priority calculation logic’s results are closer to zero. Fig. 4.6(b) compares
the position error and again both methods results are within safe limits. Therefore, the
optimal control priority rule has acceptable performance compared to the other logic.













































Figure 4.6: (a) Velocity, and (b) position error comparison between different priority cal-






The following notations have been used in this chapter. For sets X and Y : X = {x|x ∈ X}
and Y = {y|y ∈ Y } while A and B are constants, then AX = {Ax|x ∈ X}, AX + BY =
{Ax+By|x ∈ X, y ∈ Y }. ⊕ presents Minkowski sum X ⊕ Y = {y + x|x ∈ X, y ∈ Y } and
⊕∞k=0Xk = X1 ⊕X2 ⊕ ...⊕X∞.
5.2 Modeling
The models in the control systems development process can be divided into control-oriented
models and high-fidelity models. For the sake of simulation, the high-fidelity model of
a baseline vehicle, Toyota Prius Plug-in hybrid, was used in this research. The high-
fidelity model has necessary verified components related to longitudinal dynamics and fuel
consumption measurements. Although this model’s fidelity enables investigation of the
proposed controller, it is computationally expensive which makes defining a new model to
be used inside controller compulsory. The control-oriented model describes the behavior of
the system and is fast enough to ensure real-time application. The high-fidelity model has
been explained in the previous chapters, therefore we concentrate on particular control-
oriented model of robust decentralized control approach in this chapter. For safe merging
of a vehicle with traffic inside the roundabout, a safe distance between vehicles need to
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be specified. Since the distance of vehicles to the merging zone is known, among different
definitions for a safe distance, constant time headway policy suits our need. In this rule,
the safe distance between vehicles is a function of the safe distance at parked position L0
and headway time κ to have a fixed time gap between vehicles in different speeds:
d∗ = L0 + κvh, (5.1)
Based on the above policy, the safe distance between vehicles can be found by the
following formula:
β = dmt|h − dmh|h − d∗,
β
′
= dmh|h − dmt|h − d∗,
(5.2)
dmt|h is the distance traffic vehicle needs to travel to be at the merging zone and d
m
h|h
means the distance between merging area and host vehicle calculated on-board.
The proposed controller tries to minimize the difference between the actual distance
between vehicles and the safe inter-vehicular distance equation (5.2). β is when the traffic
vehicle is preceding vehicle and β
′
is when the host vehicle is preceding.




























h +mg sin θ + µrmg, (5.4)
Where Fres is the applied resistive force to the vehicle, Tw is the torque applied to the
wheels, rw is the radius of the wheel, ηp is the efficiency of the powertrain, τa is a constant
and σ is a decaying parameter. ρ is density of the air, cd is drag constant, vehicle frontal
area is shown by A, vh is speed of the vehicle, m is mass, µr is rolling resistance constant
and θ is grade of the road. The host vehicle is presented by index h and traffic vehicle by
t.
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For non-robust MPC the prediction model is assumed as an accurate description of the
real plant. Therefore, we need to solve the following problem:
x¯k+1 = Akx¯k +Bku¯k + g¯(x¯k),
x¯ ∈ X, u¯ ∈ U, (5.5)









In equation (5.5), nominal state is presented by x¯, nominal controls by u¯, and g¯ is a
representative of nonlinear terms to take into account the effect of nonlinearities.
Figure 5.1: Roundabout with single-lane roads. The blue vehicle is the host vehicle. The
traffic vehicle is red. The yellow zone is the merging zone. Dashed green lines are the
entrance to the control zone before the merging zone. A safety envelope exists around
vehicles for safety and consideration of DUs.
However, we can almost never meet this assumption in practice, since the real plant
is subject to some disturbances and uncertainties (DU) which cause deviations of the real
plant from the nominal states.
There are different methods to consider the effect of DUs, one of which is robust tube-
based NMPC that considers a safety envelope around the vehicles shown in Fig. 5.1. In
the tube-based NMPC, we assume the system is subject to bounded additive disturbances.
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Consequently, the problem can be rewritten as follows:
xˆk+1 = Akxˆk+Bkuˆk + gˆ(xˆk) + wk,
w ∈ W, (5.7)









Where xˆ and uˆ present actual state and control. w takes value from W and is the
disturbance term.
For the case of a linear system:
xk+1 = Axk +Buk + wk, (5.9)
The robust tube-based MPC deploys a stable Luenberger observer to estimate states of
the real system. The observer will be controlled such that the following equation satisfies
the control and state constraints:
xk = xˆk + x˜k, (5.10)
Where xk is the actual state of the system, xˆk is the measured state and x˜k is the
estimation error guaranteed to be bounded by an invariant set.
To achieve this goal, the MPC will be responsible to solve the nominal system. The
nominal system can be found by neglecting the effects of DUs. To consider the presence
of DUs, the control input is a combination of control input generated by MPC for the
nominal system and the input generated by linear stabilizing controller [71, 72].
x¯k+1 = Ax¯k +Bu¯k, (5.11)
uk = u¯k + kek, (5.12)
ek ∼= xˆk − x¯k, (5.13)
Where ek is the tracking error and is bounded by an invariant set.
Similarly, for a nonlinear system, the same procedure can be applied [73, 45]:
xˆk+1 = Akxˆk +Bku¯k + g(xˆk) + wk, (5.14)
ek+1 = Akek + wk + (g(xˆk)− g¯(x¯k)), (5.15)
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ek+1 = Akek + w
t
k,
wt ∈ W, (5.16)
Where ek+1 is also bounded by a robust positively invariant set.
5.3 Trip Cost
For the purpose of enhancing fuel consumption of the vehicle, the appropriate term should
be included in the control-oriented model. The trip cost formula is the same as centralized
and decentralized approaches.
5.4 Robust Positive Invariant Set Calculation
To design a robust MPC controller, the DUs must be bounded and this bound can be
found by robust positive invariant set.
Definition1 (RPI set): The set ϕ is robust positive invariant (RPI) set, if for a system
with the equation xk+1 = Axk + buk + w, xk+1 ∈ ϕ for all xk ∈ ϕ and all w ∈ W [74].
In other words, if there exists a set ϕ in X which the initial state xk is in ϕ, the solution
will be in X for all disturbance sequence w and for all time steps.
The RPI set is equal to the maximum error that can be caused by DUs. In order to
use this method, all of the sources of the uncertainties needed to be considered. As shown
by the authors of [45], if the nonlinear term (g(xk)) is Lipschitz continuous and L(x) is
Lipschitz constant over X, then:
Wg = {Ξ ∈ Rn|‖Ξ‖∞ ≤ L(X)max‖e‖2}, (5.17)
Therefore, a bound on the error of the nonlinear term Ξ can be found.
Another main source of the uncertainty for connected and automated vehicles is delay
time. The authors of [75] proved that the bound on disturbance caused by the delay time
can be calculated by finding maximum state changes due to maximum delay time Td as
follows:
WT = TdBdKc(AX ⊕ (BU ⊕ (ϑtAt ⊕W ))) (5.18)
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The final source of uncertainty which is taken into account in this paper is the acceler-
ation of traffic vehicles. A bound can also be defined on the acceleration by knowing the
maximum acceleration of traffic vehicle At:
Wa = ϑtAt (5.19)
The Mikowski sum of all of the sources of uncertainty can be used to define the bounded
additive disturbance set Wt:
Wt = WT ⊕Wg ⊕Wa (5.20)
Definition2: The minimal RPI (mRPI) set ϕ∞ is the RPI set contained in every closed
RPI set.
Therefore, by having the bounded additive disturbance and Minkowski sum, the mRPI
(ϕ∞) set for the tracking error can be determined as follows [76, 77]:
ek+1 = Akek + w
t
k, (5.21)
ek+1 ∈ ϕ∞ = ⊕∞i=0AikW, (5.22)
As a result, the problem can be rewritten as the following nonlinear tube-based MPC
problem:










x¯k+1 = Akx¯k +Bkuk + g¯(x¯k),
uk = u¯k − kx¯k,
x¯k+1 ∈ X 	 ϕ,
uk+1 ∈ U 	 ϕ,
(5.24)
5.5 Optimal Control Problem Formulation
The cost function for robust tube-based decentralized controller is the same as decentralized









In the cost function equation (5.25), Cx presents the inequality constraints as a vector.
















Remark1 : The control-oriented model and optimal control formulas are based on the
nominal state of the system. The nominal states are states excluding the effect of dis-
turbances and uncertainties. The NMPC is responsible for keeping nominal states of the
system within constraints.
Remark2 : The constraints on the system are tighter than non-robust case to make sure
that states of the system will remain inside set regardless of the amount of the applied
bounded additive disturbance. Moreover, tighter constraints reserve a space for control
input generated by the linear stabilizing controller.
Remark3 : This research’s main aim is not to find the best set of weighting param-
eters. Therefore, the parameters have been found by trial-and-error up to a point that
the proposed controller satisfies performance requirements. Enhanced performance can be
achieved by finding a better and more efficient way of tuning.
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5.6 Fast Optimizer
To solve this NMPC problem in real-time for automotive applications, we need a fast
solver. In this research, we used Newton-GMRES based solver called MPsee [57] which is
a MATLAB-based mathematical program. To make this solver faster, when the constraint
is violated it should be incorporated in the cost function with a penalty weight and the
violated constraint around current time step has priority over violation in prediction hori-
zon which will be dealt with in future time steps. This will help the solver to work faster.
To define the problem in Newton-GMRES solver, constraints and field vector need to be
specified:
F{x, u} = d
dt
















C{x, U} = ACx +W (5.29)
5.7 Control Evaluation Results
In subsequent sections, we investigate different performance features of the proposed con-
troller. First, the performance and robustness of the robust tube-based decentralized con-
troller are tested and compared with decentralized non-robust controller and centralized
controller. The next section is dedicated to economic improvements of the proposed con-
troller. Last but not least, our hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) setup is explained and results
are displayed to prove the controller is real-time for automotive applications. The high-
fidelity model has been used to generate all of the simulation results and HIL results are
taken from our dSPACE HIL setup experiment.
In this research, the origin is put on the merging zone. The notation of the results is
the same as centralized and decentralized case. Therefore, the error between actual and
safe inter-vehicular distance must be zero or positive before merging zone to merge with
traffic safely.
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5.7.1 Robust Constraint Handling
To verify the constraints handling of robust NMPC controller in the presence of bounded
additive disturbance, we conducted the following test using the high-fidelity model of the
baseline vehicle. In this test, the host vehicle enters the control zone 40 meters before the
entrance of the merging zone while the traffic vehicle is 35 meters away from the merging
zone. To take into account the presence of disturbances, we added different variable delay
and noise to the received position and velocity signals of the traffic vehicle which fuses into
the proposed controller. We utilized the method presented in the robust tube-based de-
centralized approach section to find disturbance set and new constraints for robust NMPC
controller. As it is shown in Fig. 5.2(a), both the robust and non-robust decentralized
controller and centralized controller can calculate priority w.r.t. the traffic vehicle and
can provide a safe distance between vehicles required for merging before merging zone. In
order to better assess and compare performance, we changed the simulation environment.
In the new environment, the host vehicle is following the traffic vehicle while noises and
disturbances affecting the system. According to Fig. 5.2(b) the non-robust controllers
have more fluctuations and harsher spikes in their reference speed following because of the
uncertainties in the system, however, the robust NMPC controller can better handle con-
straints. Fig. 5.2(c) compares position error of the controllers. The non-robust controllers
cannot handle defined constraints and have a higher position error. On the other hand,
since the effects of DU has been considered in the design of robust NMPC, it can handle
constraints under uncertainty.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Distance to merging zone comparison, (b) velocity, and (c) position error
comparison between robust and non-robust controllers in 2×HWFET driving cycle
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5.7.2 Fuel consumption comparison
One of the contributions is the consideration of fuel consumption. Fig. 5.3 compares
energy cost for the non-robust NMPC and robust NMPC in 2×HWFET driving cycles.
The non-robust NMPC at the end of the test has $0.778 costs. In the case of non-robust
controller, the disturbance affects constraints handling of the controller and the vehicle
goes out of limit and tries to return inside the limit by harsh acceleration or braking
which negatively influence energy economy of the vehicle. On the other hand, for the same
scenario, the energy cost of the robust NMPC is $0.743 which is about 4.7 % lower than
the non-robust controller. This is due to the consideration of disturbances in the design
of constraints in robust NMPC controller. Also, for the sake of comparison, Fig. 5.4
compares reference speed following, inter-vehicular distance error and fuel consumption of
robust and non-robust decentralized controllers in 3×FTP driving cycles.




















Figure 5.3: Energy cost comparison between robust and non-robust NMPC
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Figure 5.4: (a) position error, (b) velocity error, and (c) fuel consumption comparison
between robust and non-robust decentralized controllers in 3×FTP driving cycle
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5.7.3 Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) Experiment Results
There will be no concern about the computational demand of the controller if the turnaround
time of the proposed controller is less than sampling time for the controller. The HIL result
of the controller in priority following is shown in Fig. 5.6. The turn-around time is always
between 500 µ seconds and 700 µ seconds for the prediction horizon length of Np =10. The
maximum inner and outer iterations are set to be less than 5. By comparison between Fig.
5.5 and Fig. 5.6, robust controller is computationally more expensive. However, as men-
tioned before the nonlinear solver of Newton-GMRES has been used in this research which
results in the sampling time of less than 1 ms for the robust controller; thus, the controller
is implementable on ordinary automotive ECUs without any concern about computational
expenses.
Figure 5.5: HIL experiment result of non-robust decentralized optimal control approach.
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Figure 5.6: HIL experiment result of robust decentralized optimal control approach.
Table 5.1: Average turnaround time of robust decentralized optimal-control approach and
decentralized optimal-control approach based on protoytpe ECU measurements and esti-
mated Prius ECU turnaround time
Approach Prototype ECU turnaround time Estimated Prius turnaround time
Robust decentralized 0.0006 0.0048




In this thesis, we propose controller for connected and automated PHEVs (CA-PHEVs)
since they can have better performance and wider access to the critical data. CA-PHEVs
get information of other traffic participants through communication systems that enables
coordination of vehicles at multi-vehicle situations like roundabouts. However, merging
with traffic inside a roundabout is more complex because it is a multi-vehicle scenario and
the chance of both lateral and longitudinal collision exits. Therefore, designing a controller
for CA-PHEVs at roundabouts is a crucial problem.
In this thesis, first, we developed an NMPC controller for following assigned priorities
in a centralized fashion. We considered the energy cost of the trip in our formulation
for the complex powertrain of PHEVs. The results showed that the proposed controller
outperforms the single task PID controller. Also, results of the Hardware-in-the-loop ex-
periments was shown as a proof of real-time implementation of the NMPC controller for
automotive applications.
Due to the assumption of having access to data of whole traffic participants in cen-
tralized methods, we proposed a decentralized controller which makes CA-PHEVs able to
drive at the traffic circle in multi-vehicle situations. The performance was compared with
PID in some scenarios using a high-fidelity PHEV model. It was shown that the NMPC
controller can adjust the vehicle speed to increase the distance between vehicles while
adhering to calculated priorities and the overall energy cost of the proposed controller be-
comes better by considering energy cost in performance index for the same CA-PHEV. We
also introduced a novel priority calculation logic and its performance was compared with
the navigation function approach. It was shown that the proposed logic can successfully
calculate priorities while solving two multi-objective nonlinear optimal control problems.
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Finally, in this thesis to compensate for the effect of DUs, we designed a robust tube-
based NMPC controller for the decentralized coordination of vehicles at roundabouts. The
results proved the robust NMPC has better performance in keeping the inter-vehicular
distance error around zero and following the reference speed in the presence of DU com-
pared to the non-robust NMPC. The results showed the addition of energy cost to the
performance index plus robustness to disturbances improves the fuel consumption of the
vehicle. The real-time execution of the proposed decentralized controllers was checked in
the HIL test. It was demonstrated that the proposed controllers’ turnaround time is below
the safe threshold and are real-time for automotive applications.
6.1 Summary of Contributions
The following summarizes the main contributions of this thesis:
1. Development of an NMPC N/GMRES controller that adheres to assigned priorities in
centralized coordination of PHEVs, minimizes fuel-consumption and follows reference
speed with some deviations at roundabouts.
2. Proposing a decentralized coordination and control approach based on NMPC for
CA-PHEVs:
• Formulation of the problem in the form of an NMPC problem by considering
more accurate vehicle longitudinal dynamics and nonlinear cost function.
• The optimal problem formulated for the powertrain of PHEV with consideration
of fuel economy.
• Presentation of a navigation function approach and a novel optimal control
approach for the calculation of priorities for the case of merging with traffic
inside roundabouts.
3. Development of robust tube-based nonlinear optimal control problem to extend the
decentralized optimal control priority calculation logic to more realistic case of control
and coordination under uncertainties:
• Consideration of different sources of uncertainties such as V2V and V2I com-
munication delay, unknown traffic vehicle acceleration, and disturbance bound
on non-linearities.
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• Calculation of robust positive invariant set for bounded additive disturbances
and uncertainties acting on the system.
• Compensate for uncertainties by tighter constraints and addition of linear sta-
bilizing controller.
4. Investigation and comparison of the performance of all of the controllers through
MIL simulations using the High-fidelity model of Toyota Prius.
5. Integration of controllers with the high-fidelity model of ASM Traffic Simulator to
further examine the performance of the controllers at roundabouts and visualize their
results.
6. Study real-time implementation of the controllers by hardware-in-the-loop experi-
ments for automotive application.
6.2 Some Recommended Future Works
Some of the recommended ways to further expand this research are as follows:
• Find a better and more efficient way of tuning parameters to achieve a better per-
formance
• Investigate performance of model-free control approaches like reinforcement learning
to solve this complex problem and comparison between model-based and model-free
approaches
• Extend decentralized coordination approach to consider multi vehicles at the same
time
• Consideration of both lateral and longitudinal vehicle dynamics at the same time
• Consideration of pedestrians crossing roundabouts in our formulation
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